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BACKLASH IDEOLOGY: THE ANTI-FEMINIST LITERATURE
Donna K. Darden and Don Sieger, University of Arkansas

INTRODUCTION
Most social movements engender response
from conservative elements of societies. The
sources of these responses can be
dichotomized
ponses from outsiders
against whom tne
vement is directed, and
respon
from in
rs for whom the movement is ended.
. nse from outsiders
may
a form
ntainment and is often
doc
, sanc ,Ioned ;and legitimated in
and elsewhere. White back
to
the
desegregation has been well represented in
written documents which probably reflect the
beliefs of a substantial number of whites who
opposed desegregation.
hfrom within, however, often is
The bac
not documented..Yet this· insiders' backlash is
important. As Coser (1957) says,·"In the modern world, just as in.the medieval world, vested
interests exert pressure for the maintenance of
esta
ed routines." Co ict. . these vested inte ts is necessary for the prevention of
social ossification and" "ty.Onesucces
approach
he g
on and promulgation
of the new norms . oser thinks necessary is
through understanding the. processes by
which vested int sts exert pressure: the
ideol
of back
Insi
lash from the feminist movement, .the ideological revitalization of
Friedan (1963) called the feminine mystique,
has. been I
imated .and published, in the
form of books and speeches, so that the ideology is
for
sis.
The
of feminine mystique can best
be express
y Friedan: "Thefemi ne mystique says t the highest value and only comis the fulfillment of their
mittment for·w
own f ininity...
mistake says the
tique, the root of women's troubles in the
is that women en
men, women tri
men, instead of accepting their own na ur$
which can f fulfillment only in sexua
ity, male' dominance and nurturi
love...the new mystiq
. . the house
mother who never had a chance to be anything
else, the model for all women...a pattern by
which all women must now live or deny their
femininity." (Friedan, 1963)
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M

E
There is an apparent divergence in the messages of the
ks. While overall the mess are "subservience" and "manipulation,"
a
large, honest, whereas
Andelin advocates dishonesty as the best pol-
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icy. The result is probably the same, as Morgan does not have a high conception of
women's abilities.
The most striking feature of the messages of
the books is their resemblance to social psycholog·
literature concerning personality results of minority membership. Gordon Allport's
(1954) description of "Traits Due to Victimization" describes much more succinctly than do
the authors the attributes which both of these
women· advocate as desirable. Allport finds
two kinds of personality consequences of victimization, which he says occur in either the intropunitive or the extropunitive individual, the
difference being in the direction which the hostility takes.

EXTROPUNITIVE TRAITS
Obsessive Concern: Perhaps the overwhelming example of excessive concern is the
fact that it seems to be necessary to buy a
book in order to learn how to be a good wife,
TW or FW. Considering how natural and."innate" the authors suppose such things to be, it
would not seem mandatory to have to learn
them from these books.
Slyness and Cunning: Allport says, "Cunning is not confined to forms of stealing. It entaUs all sorts of pretense. One ingratiates oneself, flatters, gains favor, plays the clown, and
generally cheapens the ethics of human relations in the interests of both survival and revenge." Both books, especially Andelin's, contain a myriad of examples of slyness and cunning. Morgan devotes a whole chapter to the
rewards to be derived from admiring and ffattering him upon his body. One method Andelin
suggests for causing a "man to want to do
things for her" is admiration. "What a man
wants you to admire more than anything else
are his manly qualities. Admiring his mascu
ity is, in fact, one of the keys to winning a man's
love and devotion. Stop doing anything which
requires masculine strength, skill or a
Then you will have to eliminate any tendency
ci or capable in masto be independent,
culine skills or abilities." Morgan is sl01me1wh~lt
more realistic:. "...don't overdo it. Give him only
the jars you really can't handle."
Do they see these pieces of advice as goads
to dishonesty? There are indications thatth
do, because both protest. Morgan says, "I am
not advocating that you lie to give your hus-
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band a superficialegobo.ost; even a fool will
see .through flattery." Andelin, too, protests,
saying that honesty is one of the most important virtues. Her advice, however, r
differently: "Some of these actions may seem unnatural to you, at
. If they do, you have to be
an actress' to succeed~.." Through a
er inter
logic,
is no
onest,
ever
fin
unnatural to e
in a chit
e way, remember, as
d this response was natural to you. It was only ingrowing up that you lost it. You need only recapture
that which belongs to you by nature."
Strengthening In-Group Ties: The whole
"movernent," especially the classes, represents a sort of affirmation of the group. Both
authors capitalize on this, referring to "us girls,"
"we wives," etc., emphasiZing the unity and
shared feelings.
Enhanced Striving: Striving should be only
in the direction of increased "womanliness," as
advocated in the books. Ot
0
ing
are a big negative; one should strive only to be
a TW or FW, never·competing with men. Morgan says, "Once you begin
your
huspand, you can stop wor
your
role as chief advisor. He doesn
vice; he needs your acceptance."
continues in that vein: "Do not try to help him solve
his problem. This is not what a
really
wants from a woman. One
t
threats to a man~s position of number one is
when his wife earnestly pursues a career." Enmore
hanced striving, except to be a
womanly person, is definitely too extropunitive
a trait to ~ endorsed.

INTROPUNITIVE TRAITS
Denial of Membership: Both authors .deny

ass,
their membership in the groups t
in effect, by writing their books.
to give the impressions that
tice what they preach, they are
somewhat
e or out of the fracas. They recommend
tionwith the
inant group, w
sa
a very
itar trait.
ofinine perfection
own. The things we women
ire in each
other are rarely attractive to men. On the other
hand, the characteris
h the average
woman ignores· or condemns in another
woman are som
es just the characteristics
which make her fascinating to men."
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